Writing in
The New York Times on the bankruptcy of Hostess, author Bich Minh Nguyen waxes poetic about a symbol of American consumer culture: the Twinkie. In describing the Twinkie, Nguyen invokes a nostalgic childhood of the 1980s to establish a shared past, built on consumer culture, with white, middle-class America. For Nguyen, a Vietnamese refugee resettled in Michigan, Twinkies "were a ticket to assimilation: the golden cake, more golden than the hair I wished I had." In her description of Twinkies, Nguyen makes clear the assimilationist narrative built on a consumerist identity-a Bildung of junk food. At the same time, Nguyen notes that Twinkies are also signifiers for complex discourses about race and assimilation in Asian America. In that discourse, being called a Twinkie is "to be a sell out: yellow on the outside, white on the inside" (November 16, 2012) . The Asian body, in this case, is unable to carry and sustain the ideological weight of American consumerism. The "sweet cream" and "golden cake" that Nguyen both covets and rejects are made with synthetic ingredients-partially hydrogenated oils, high fructose corn syrup, and artificial flavors-that mimic "real food." The Twinkie appeals to Nguyen's sense of nostalgia and entices her palate, but the oils and preservatives coat Nguyen's mouth and taste artificial. Nguyen's description of the unpalatable underlines its unhealthy and unnourishing qualities, both as a sweet treat and as a Bildung to American subjecthood. The Twinkie, as food and a symbol of assimilation, fails in every way to nourish Nguyen's body and her body politic.
Like her ode to the Twinkie, Nguyen's debut book, her memoir Stealing Buddha 's Dinner (2007) , is a narrative that obsessively links American food to race and subject formation. Nguyen's memoir follows her child protagonist self, Bich, who attempts to navigate the racially and socioeconomically fraught landscape of her new home in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Having resettled in the United States with her father, her sister Anh, her grandmother Noi, and two uncles, the memoir is also a catalog of the unhealthy food that Nguyen desired and consumed as a Vietnamese child growing up American. Nguyen marks her process of self-development by rattling off brand names and snack foods as intimate and foundational parts of her childhood that also fail to nourish her body and sense of self. By considering the language of nourishment and sustenance, this essay extends the metaphor of consumption (of food and ideas) to the specific genre of coming-of-age that Nguyen writes in: the Bildungsroman.
The foods Bich consumes act as narratives of Americanness by advertising racial and class norms; as Bich consumes them, she ingests these ideas into herself in the hopes that they will nourish and transform her body. These narratives do two distinct things: they set white middle class as the norm and they advertise consumption (not simply ingestion) as an invitation to access that norm. But obviously, one cannot consume their way to whiteness. Jennifer Ann Ho's analysis of representations of eating in Asian American literature helps illustrate the ways that Bich's food choices navigate a complex web of power, race, and class. As Ho deftly explains, Asian American writers use "food [as] a critical medium for compliance and resistance to Americanization . . . [and that relationship] to food represent [s] [the] struggle to embrace an American identity" that clearly illustrates their cultural and racial otherness (2005, 4) . The desire for American food, Wenying Xu adds, suggests the success of Western hegemony in Asian American subject formation. Eating is a social act because "food operates as one of the key cultural signs that structure people's identities and their concepts of others" (2008, 2). Bich's desire for American foods illustrates the struggles that Ho and Xu highlight; however, Bich's obsession over American food is not just an expression of her desire to be white, but how little choice she has in developing her own identity. So, while Bich gives power to the potential for these foods to nourish her body into subjectivity, the food fails to do so. Becoming a consumer of American food culture does not assist her development; in reality, it highlights the impossibility of her development in a country that largely sees itself as white. Because she cannot progress into whiteness, her consumption of American culture leaves her unfulfilled and famished. Therefore, instead of narrating a story of an immigrant becoming American, Nguyen uses the obsessive consumption of food as a performance of the nourishing act of integration promised to Vietnamese in American public discourse; as such, the act of consuming is intimately tied to the narrative genre-the Bildungsroman. By using the Bildungsroman, Nguyen taps into a genre that readers expect to illustrate the integration of an outsider into societal norms and, therefore, portray the transformation of an immigrant through America's gracious acceptance and multicultural openness. To witness this transformation would confirm the ideals of America and, in essence, nourish Nguyen's white readers' subjectivity and belief in the American Dream. Instead, Bich's famishing by American culture builds Nguyen's purposeful refusal to nourish her readers with a Bildungsroman that follows an assimilatory path. As America (its food and promises) famishes Bich's body and her sense of self, Nguyen's Bildungsroman famishes her readers, whose appetite for a healing narrative with gracious refugees is left unsatisfied. In this dual famishing, Nguyen disrupts the narrative form of the Bildungsroman and transforms it into a productive site of resistance.
Nguyen's coming-of-age memoir follows in the traditional footsteps of Bildungsroman as a novel of development, but Stealing Buddha's Dinner is unique in that Nguyen deploys the genre to illustrate how her attempts to "develop" into an American leave her unfulfilled. As a result, her Bildungsroman subverts readers' expectations about American acceptance of immigrants like Vietnamese refugees. Nguyen's choice to write a Bildungsroman illustrates the success of the genre in immigration literature as its inevitable trajectory of development is adapted to stress assimilation. This assimilatory tendency is evident in Marianne Hirsch's identification of thematic and formal consistencies between the original German form and nineteenth-century British novels; Hirsch illustrates the genre as a representation of an "individual's growth and development within the context of a defined social order" in which the narrative resolution is grounded in the protagonist's "accommodation to the existing society [through] his assessment of himself and his place in society" (1979, . James Hardin, in considering the original German form, extends this description to point out that Bildung-the root of the Bildungsroman that translates into formation or developmentrefers to the "cultivation" of spiritual, moral, cultural, and psychological maturity that nourishes the protagonist's place in society (1991, xi) .
1 When the protagonist's Bildung is connected to the interests of the nation, the novel and the protagonist's journey become symbolic of the anxieties and growth of the nation.
In American hands, the Bildungsroman transforms into a "coming of age" narrative where the maturation of the protagonist reflects the progression of the nation; but that progression is largely toward whiteness that seeks to separate and excise difference, despite the language of multicultural inclusion. Bich subconsciously understands these conditions as she covets whiteness and rejects her family's "ethnic" traditions in the hopes of integrating into that "white" world.
2 Bich's place in American life is disciplined by two prominent voices: one that invites her to consume and one that rejects her consumption. She becomes aware of her host country's expectations early on in her resettlement: "Come on in. Now transform. And if you cannot, then disappear" (Nguyen 2007, 11) . This tension between compulsory assimilation and self-definition underlies Nguyen's critical use of the Bildungsroman. Through a Bildung, Bich, like other immigrants, seeks what Karen Tolchin identifies as the genre's impetus: to become part of the American imagined community rooted in democracy, social mobility, and the American character (2007, 17) . As a genre that ties subject formation with relationship to society, the Bildungsroman is an attractive mode for narratives of race and immigration because it allows for the narrative assertion of individuality, even in the face of the denial of one's humanity, 3 and it imagines a unity with a collective when there is marginalization. 4 In this way, Nguyen's work, as a Vietnamese refugee anxious about her place in a hostile white country, echoes other texts by Asian American writers.
Bich's desire for unnourishing foods is formed through messaging that dominates the 1980s: advertising and consumer culture. While Nguyen's largely white readers might associate those messages with positive displays of Americanness, Bich recognizes how the messages privilege white consumers as those with agency. Bich's unconscious desire to consume what fails to nourish her reflects how little power she holds to form an identity outside of the nation's perceptions about race and integration; it reflects how, as Lisa Lowe (1996) and Patricia Chu (2000) illustrate, the racially constructed ideal of American subjecthood disciplines racialized bodies and voices. In this way, the subject formation of the protagonist relies on assimilation and the genre's drive to progress is constituted through refutation of difference. Nguyen uses Bich's consumption of unnourishing American food to track this process; her refusal to follow the genre's expected conclusion is her resistance. While Nguyen's Bildungsroman falls critically within a large body of work on Asian American literature and identity, her status as a Vietnamese refugee grounds her text in a specific sociohistorical context. Bich's proximity to the national trauma of the Vietnam War renders her as an object of consumption for a cultural lexicon that actively works to process a loss for an American audience, not a Vietnamese one. The Vietnamese refugee body, as a spectacle, is tied up in the American public imagination as a tragic figure that is recuperated in political space as one in need of rescue. In particular, this recuperation began a few years into the crisis, when then Presidential candidate Ronald Reagan held up the Vietnamese refugee as the inheritor of American Exceptionalism. His 1980 Republican National Convention speech was used to make a case for the United States' moral prominence in the world through his equation of Vietnamese refugees with religious exiles. Deviating from his prepared speech, he used refugees to articulate the evils of Communism and the implicit good of American democracy: "Can we doubt that only a divine providence placed this land, this island of freedom, here as a refuge for all those people in the world who yearn to breathe freely: Jews and Christians enduring persecution behind the Iron Curtain, the boat people of Southeast Asia, of Cuba and of Haiti." In these remarks, Reagan positioned the United States as a paternalistic nation welcoming children fleeing from Communism, shoring up a Cold War binary that would resonate throughout the 1980s. Reagan made the refugee crisis part of his platform, publicly arguing to increase American humanitarian and resettlement aid. 5 Reagan's speech demonstrates Yê �n Lê Espiritu's observation of how the Vietnamese refugee body is recuperated in the public sphere; the refugee transforms from being an unwanted, suspect, invasive, racialized alien to being a tragic figure in need of rescue by the United Statesthe "good refugee" (2006, 421) . Inevitably, this refugee is healed and, as a result, shows her gratitude, thereby reframing a disastrous and failed war into a historical moment when US humanitarianism and ideals shined through. In essence, Vietnamese refugee bodies and voices are repeatedly interpellated to highlight American ideas about morality, democracy, and equality, even when the United States clearly did not live up to those ideas.
The memoirs of the first generation of Vietnamese refugees in the United States perpetuated this healing narrative; authors who have found critical and some commercial success, like Le Ly Hayslip, Jade Ngoc Quang Huynh, and Nguyen Qui Duc, trace their refugee trajectory onto a Bildung of healing in which the authors co-opt the language of American democracy and assimilation to present themselves as victims who find safety and solace in the United States. the self-appointed US role as rescuer, whose magnanimity promises swift deliverance from a bleak life of 'no exit' to one of boundless possibilities." Doing this ultimately bars "any critical examination of the US role in creating and sustaining the refugee 'crisis'" (2006, 412) . However, as Nguyen and other writers and scholars demonstrate, the healing narrative can be manipulated to create a productive critique of US military actions and racial policies. For instance, Karin Aguillar-San Juan demonstrates that the Vietnamese refugee diaspora's strategy of community building relies on the healing narrative to gain some measure of economic and political power without disrupting Americans' carefully constructed version of military intervention and "open" immigration policies (2012, 128) . The power of this narrative is in its performance of healing for white audiences; it objectifies the refugee voice in the service of American Exceptionalism. This sentimental "rescue-and-gratitude" archnarrative, MaiLinh K. Hong argues, "is now one of the conditions under which Vietnamese American writers in the 21 st century convey their work to a mainstream audience" (2016, 19) . As an important contrast, memoirs written in Vietnamese and not translated into English are remarkably different; Qui-Phiet Tran (1989) identifies anger and political rage as one of the common threads in those memoirs. Nguyen's choice to write her memoir critical of American consumer culture in a form already associated with healing highlights the performativity of her narrative. Nguyen's choice of a Bildungsroman gives her a narrative foundation to effectively criticize and resist the drive in American culture to co-opt Vietnamese refugee voices; she crafts a story that "navigate[s] a hegemonic visual [and literary] culture" that sees refugees but rarely hears them "outside the context of the American rescue tale" (Hong 2016, 20) .
The appeal of the immigrant Bildungsroman to American, largely white, readers is particularly obvious in the way that Nguyen's book is marketed. The original hardcover image features a cake stand filled with nonnutritive treats that recall readers' childhood joys: Pringles, candy necklaces, Skittles, a Drumstick, a Sno-Ball, and a Hostess cupcake. Bich is associated with these treats; her body and voice are objects to be consumed. The reviews Penguin highlights assert that the narrative satisfies cravings for something sweet and pleasurable. These blurbs allow Penguin to market Nguyen's memoir as a universal coming-of-age story of the 1980s. Reviewers praised her ability to make readers feel nostalgic for the junk food of their childhood, declaring that "children of the '80s will be able to reminisce about pop culture" with Nguyen and, therefore, Nguyen's struggles as a racial other will "resonate" with all outsiders (San Francisco Chronicle). Other reviewers declare her memoir a "tribute" to 1980s consumer culture (Christian Science Monitor), while reviewer Dinty W. Moore connected to Bich's sense of displacement through the food she describes. By casting Nguyen's narrative as familiar to her largely white audience, the blurbs suggest that Bich has assimilated; she has joined the American table, proving that American institutions have, indeed, helped her. As a result, she is able to express herself, through her palate and memoir, as part of American space. These reviews also illustrate how narratives nourish one's sense of the world; genres, like the Bildungsroman, provide patterns to organize the readers' perception of society and their place in it.
7 By choosing these blurbs, Penguin ignores the critical work that Nguyen does on the genre to destabilize expectations about refugeeness.
Through the Bildungsroman, Nguyen makes visible her struggle for subject formation within a racial hierarchy that constructs Vietnamese refugees into objects in a national discourse about race and power. Nguyen's text, although it incorporates common tropes that cast Vietnamese as victims, is not a healing narrative. Rather, Nguyen uses those tropes to manipulate readers' expectations while questioning and criticizing the US power structures working to control Vietnamese refugee voices and stories. In particular, Nguyen turns to food and foodways as representations of those power structures that rely on public discourses to discipline private voices. As Grace Wang (2010) , Timothy August (2012) , and Denise Cruz (2013) illustrate, Top Chef "cheftestant" and Season 3 winner Hung Huynh's persona for television is an apt example of this. Huynh metamorphoses from the cold Asian villain with technical prowess into the grateful and humble immigrant before the judges' and viewers' eyes in order to win Top Chef. The editorial decision to package Huynh's personal and professional identity as one of healing and assimilation, as well as Huynh's choice to perform that narrative in order to win, effectively highlights what Nguyen exposes in her narrative. As Wang argues, Huynh's win in a meritocratic contest-a stand in for the American Dream-helps to "salvage" the more "palatable story of [Americans] rescuing Vietnamese families" (2010, 406) . To win, Huynh creates the dishes the judges expect from a Vietnamese born chef and in doing so, "affirm[s] the domains of taste that structure race and class hierarchies in the United States" (410). Huynh offers the audience an example of successful ethnic assimilation although one that is served to the audience through editorial manipulation.
Like Huynh, the hierarchies of taste mold Bich's refugeeness. She is expected to perform refugeeness through a narrative of healing and integration for her audience, which is underscored by the genre. These expectations, and Nguyen's conscious linking of them to palate, are clear in her narration of a dinner at her sponsors' house. The sponsors, the Heidengas, represent Bich's first encounter with American domestic space. Sponsors provide an important support network for refugees, but they also initiate refugees into the categories of race, class, and nationality that order American society. So while the Heidengas' invitation symbolizes entrance into the national American home-albeit under specific conditions that support the hegemonic framing of the Vietnamese refugee story-Nguyen uses it to highlight the subtleties and boundaries of that hierarchy.
The Heidengas' invitation to share their dinner table is a significant symbolic moment of acceptance for young Bich; however, that domestic ritual fails to nourish her. Nguyen makes it a point to mention that she does not remember the food served, even though the rest of the memoir meticulously accounts for every item she consumes. Instead, Nguyen focuses on an interaction with Heather Heidenga, the Heidengas' young daughter. Rather than socialize, Heather spends her time consuming a can of Pringles, which becomes the focal point of Nguyen's description of the night. Nguyen lovingly describes the Pringles can: she was "transfixed by the bright red cylinder and the mustache grin on Mr. Pringles's broad, pale face.
[Heather] pried off the top and crammed a handful of chips into her mouth. We watched the crumbs fall from her fingers to the floor" (2007, 3). As readers, our gaze is drawn to Bich's fascination with the aesthetics of Pringles: the packaging and the chips' homogeneity. Pringles are made from dough consisting of rice, wheat, corn, and potato flakes; the dough is cut into uniform pieces, fried, and sprayed with powdered flavors. They are shaped to be stackable, consumer friendly, and uniform; they are a simulacrum of potato chips. As food, Jennifer Ann Ho illustrates, is imbued with social codes, Pringles represent an integrative white middle class culture that Bich desires (2005, 52) . 8 Despite the symbolic importance of a process that transforms non-potatoes into the more desirable homogenous faux potato chips, Bich and Anh are never invited to ingest the chips; instead, the newcomers are forced to watch her consume the entire can. Heather relays the message that they cannot participate in her domestic sphere. Anh and Bich are forcibly excluded. As the scene continues, Heather reminds the girls of their difference. As she "shove [s] her hand into the can of Pringles," reinforcing her inclusion and their exclusion, Heather asks, "Where's your mom?" (Nguyen 2007, 4 ). Heather's question suggests yet another way that Bich and Anh are different from her; Heather's family is safe, secure, and intact in white America and Bich's is fractured, unstable, and separated because of US interventions in Southeast Asia. The Nguyen girls are rendered silent by this question because they have no knowledge of where their mother is, nor can they articulate the reasons they are refugees.
9 While it is an important early scene in Bich's struggle to find her voice, the scene also subtly shifts Bich's gaze on Heather's gluttony to Heather's gaze on Bich and Anh's performance of difference. Heather's single question, "where's your mom," has nothing to do with humanitarian concern, or even actual interest in their lives. Rather, the way Nguyen sets the scene suggests Heather is asking to be entertained as she casually munches on Pringles like a moviegoer would popcorn. Heather, like Nguyen's readers, expects to hear a story about the girls' victimhood and rescue that ends with a display of gratitude toward the United States and Heather's family. Instead, Bich and Anh are silenced not only because they do not have an answer (their father fled Saigon once he could, leaving their mother behind), but because they are unsure what to perform for Heather. Heather, as their white audience and the daughter of the family's sponsor, holds power over them. She belongs, and they are asking to belong; as part of that request, Heather expects to consume a performance of the "good refugee" that would nourish her own subjecthood as a rescuer and white American.
Heather is not the only one requiring a performance; as a young girl, Bich has to perform her refugeeness for her school during an assembly celebrating Tet (Vietnamese New Year). For this, Anh, Bich, and the rest of the Vietnamese children, wearing their ao dais, are separated and put on display for their white classmates. The class recites the Pledge of Allegiance, then while Neil Diamond's "America" plays over the loudspeakers, a group of boys don a dragon costume and dance around the room. Finally, the Vietnamese kids participate in a ceremony in which a speech is made about the Vietnamese people. Each child hands a red rose to their principal as a gesture of thanks and, to Nguyen's 2007 readership familiar with the reality television cultural lexicon of The Bachelor, a symbolic plea for acceptance and expression of desire. This assembly acts out the national narrative about the Vietnam War and its refugees carefully cultivated in Presidents Carter's and Reagan's domestic and foreign policies. In this display, the students act out the sympathy-gratitude narrative; they perform their acceptance of US paternalism through the Pledge of Allegiance, authenticate the message of Neil Diamond's song, 10 and thank the benevolent Americans who rescued them. The inclusion of a Tet celebration and a dragon dance suggests acceptance of different cultures. Rather than being grateful, Bich is uncomfortable with the falseness of the performance. She is "mortified," expresses anger at the song, and is anxious during the dragon dance. The performance naturalizes the war as a rescue effort; Bich's discomfort is a subconscious refutation of the public transformation of military violence into a humanitarian mission. Bich recognizes that through this spectacle, she is being forced into the gratitude-sympathy narrative about refugees when to her, refugeeness is associated with malnourishment and starvation caused by hunger, poverty, trauma, and dislocation.
These moments in which Bich fails to perform for her white audience gesture to Nguyen's larger purpose: to confront America's hegemonic gaze by refusing to fit her refugee story in the accepted discourses of American immigration, moral authority, and gratitude. Rather than perpetuate those discourses, Nguyen challenges the "good refugee" narrative by offering a more complex and varied view of refugee life that defies the integrative promise of resettling in the United States. Although the saccharine cover and reviews extolling Bich's assimilation assuage the readers' expectations, Nguyen does not serve up a dish that is easily digestible to those readers. As Bich grows up, she becomes more malnourished by American food, the food becomes more tasteless; she becomes a "shadow dissolving into itself" (Nguyen 2007, 66) . Nguyen also profiles three key figures in her understanding of what it means to be a refugee: her friend Loan's father, her adopted brother Huynh, and her own father. Each figure represents a different stage of a traumatic refugee process and refutes the image that Bich feels pressured to convey (and write). For instance, Loan's family cannot find financial success despite their by the bootstraps mentality. Instead, Loan's father sits "hunched" at the kitchen table, Loan's parents are always angry, and Loan's family is hungry (102). Huynh, a "boat person" who joins the Nguyen family through increased quotas in the refugee act, provides a direct contrast to the humanitarian promises that the United States made to Indochinese refugees. Refugees like Huynh and other "boat people" were left to drift at sea without military protection and were often attacked by pirates who would rape, pillage, and murder. They died at sea from starvation, dehydration, or from drowning when their boats capsized and they were denied aid by ocean vessels.
11 Huynh, presumably traumatized by his experiences, continually runs away, rejecting the stability that the Nguyen home offers.
Bich's father, in particular, defies the manufactured image of the grateful Vietnamese refugee. He is the one person who expresses absolute faith in the American Dream, yet he struggles physically and psychically with his new surroundings; he checks every corner of the home, looks behind doors, sleeps with a weapon, and wakes disoriented and panicked. Even Bich's reunification with her mother, who was left behind in Saigon only to suddenly appear years later through the Orderly Departure Program, 12 fails to nourish ideas about maternal bonds and the security of family structures in the United States. Bich, a teenager by the time she meets her mother, allows that relationship to starve before it ever has a chance. Rather than the United States providing a space for refugee families to unite and thrive, the separation of mother and daughter is so severe that the bond cannot be reconciled. Bich's loss, which registers as an unmourned absence, is a sorrow that refuses to heal. These traumas are not simply tied to the distress and pain of refugees' flight from their homeland that work to construct the United States as a space of healing; rather, Nguyen uses them as productive sites of disruption that "makes visible the relationship between war, race, and violence" (Espiritu 2006, 422) . Traumatic figures and moments do not dominate the narratives; they offer just enough of a disruption to the humorous asides, playful language, and American Dream story to unsettle the assimilatory arc.
Although Nguyen withholds the narrative she is expected to perform, Bich, as a child who was less than two years old when the family fled, does not know what role she is expected to play. Nguyen and other Vietnamese refugees represent America's failure overseas and, as such, are compelled to repeatedly narrate their flight to an American audience. This expectation, August argues, "created a need to refit and recontextualize their lives in a way that was acceptable to the Americans asking them so that they could diffuse suspicions and elicit acceptance from their hosts" (2012, 105). Nguyen acquiesces by offering moments of fear and anxiety during her escape on a boat, living in refugee camps, and being transported to the United States, which she admits to being too young to remember. She even incorporates some of her mother's and father's memories of the fall of Saigon. By acquiescing, Nguyen allows herself to be marked as a Vietnamese refugee, which makes her more visible to American audiences.
Nguyen also defies those expectations. In providing an overview of her family's life before 1975, Nguyen fills eighty years of family history with mundane details like bar culture, Noi's chickens, and neighborhood eccentricities in a scant few pages. If it was not for the reader's own knowledge about the Vietnam War and Nguyen's identification of her family as Vietnamese refugees, very little of what Nguyen offers would suggest that time period. When the family history narrative demands acknowledgement of the war or Bich asks questions about it, Nguyen's father simply states: "too much . . . and never with enough money" (2007, 33) . Nguyen refuses to use her narrative to represent the Vietnamese refugee experience and, as August illustrates, "she does not allow for a unified, representative Vietnamese American experience to be held up and judged under the unforgiving scale of aesthetic worth, which will then decide if it is authentically native enough" (112). However, Nguyen is well aware of her audience's expectations of a Vietnamese American Bildungsroman, so she offers enough to keep her memoir consumable and fulfills her audience's expectations that the narrative adhere to the genre's constructed pattern of identity that moves toward assimilation as the "natural" progression. However, that progression never develops, as Bich begins to fear that the weight of assimilation will "smother and erase" her (81).
Nguyen is suspicious of the Bildung she is expected to perform; she sets up her performance with a biting critique of the female Bildungsromane that she consumed in her childhood and held up as models of feminine subjecthood. Books like The Secret Garden, Jane Eyre, and Little Women, in addition to commercials aimed at "housewives" and domestic dramas on television, serve as Bich's guides on becoming a woman in white consumer culture. In particular, Bich focuses on Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House series, a highly consumed narrative about growing up as a white girl in the late 1800s on the American frontier. 13 Nguyen titles a chapter of her memoir after Laura's favorite food, "Salt Pork," and the chapter is placed after Bich has begun to realize that she can never transform or erase her difference. In this chapter, sounds from soap operas on the television follow Bich around the house, and when she is behind her wall of books, she drowns out those sounds by reading white female Bildungsromane. Her private world is, quite literally, inundated with and structured by the creation of white female subjectivity, with Wilder at the center.
The Little House books confront many issues that Bich struggles with: resettlement in new, unfamiliar lands, struggles with gender roles, and consumerism as a means of providing stability in a mobile culture. At the same time, as a Bildungsroman, the Ingalls' frontier home stands in for the nation; the domestic concerns and struggles of the Ingalls family-the effects of the railroad, the presence of Native Americans and other "non-American" groups, the cost and availability of food, the securing of borders-mirror the concerns of an increasingly expanding and industrializing nation.
The Little House books are also problematic for Bich; although she relates to Laura and the issues of gender and resettlement that Wilder's books communicate, Bich also becomes aware of their inadequacy as her model. Bich is distressed at the way Native Americans and African Americans are dehumanized, connecting the Otherness that she experiences in Grand Rapids with the plight of racial others on the American frontier. As Wilder scholar Anne Romines points out in her examination of the Little House books, "Indians become a code for everything that seems to threaten the settled, white life [Ma Ingalls] wants for her daughters: they signify tan skin, loud voices, transience, and interrupted housekeeping" (1997, 67) . Although Romines complicates the issues of race substantially, going so far as to argue that Ingalls Wilder is pushing for greater acculturation between whites and racial Others, Bich's feelings of Otherness, her experience with racism, and her difficulty in assimilating (rather, being accepted as assimilated) quickly affects what she takes out of the books. As Bich grows older and rereads the books, she grows to despise Ma Ingalls and, eventually, the whole family. The Ingalls, she realizes, represent her neighbors, not her, and she becomes aware that if she were alive during the time the books represent, she would have been excluded. The Nguyens, like the African Americans and Native Americans who appear peripherally in the books, "would have been considered outcasts, heathens, and strangers; we didn't even count" (Nguyen 2007, 160) . Bich increasingly understands her role in white America and although she is invited into the homes of her white classmates, a privilege Ma Ingalls never extends to racial others, she still does not belong.
Ingalls' place in the development of Bich's Bildung illustrates how unnourishing American narratives of integration are to Nguyen. The Bildungsromane of white girls like her neighbor, Jennifer Vander Wal, are imposed on Bich and the only way she can reconcile the lack of representation is to have "a strong reserve of denial, an ability to push away the unpleasant parts," and become a racial melancholic. She interiorizes the concepts of "manifest destiny and white entitlement," the same concepts that built the frontier myth in Wilder's books and its modern day equivalent in American interventions in Southeast Asia (Nguyen 2007, 160) . By critiquing the ways in which Bich and other refugees become consumable and exposing the inadequacies of American subject development, Nguyen illustrates the unnourishing qualities of the American Dream for racial others. Like the Wilder books and sweet candy that Bich consumes, Nguyen's Bildungsroman offers a narrative that fails to nourish readers' expectations.
Through these episodes, Nguyen critiques the way that Vietnamese refugees become consumable products for American audiences.
Part of that critique transpires through her use of junk and other supremely unnourishing foods and rituals that Bich obsessively consumes in the hopes of transforming into someone like Jennifer, Heather, or Laura. This food orders Bich's desires in resettlement; she memorizes menus, eagerly lists brand names, distinguishes items and brands by their packaging, and maps candy aisles in her dreams in the hopes of being like her classmates. For Asian American writers, as Xu and Ho argue, food is a critical means of struggling with acculturation, assimilation, and racism. Since racial others', especially Asian Americans', food preferences are often coded by white Americans as unpalatable or needing to be "fused" with more palatable ingredients, Asian Americans are often faced with repudiating a racial and cultural identity marked as repulsive, thereby resulting in alimentary desire for "white food." Food is a "means of exploring processes critical to identity, subject, and community" (Cruz 2013, 356 ) and Bich's desire for junk food signifies her need not just to assimilate, but to transform. Bich enters a society where she is in "a sea of blonde" and she uses junk food and its marketing as cues for how she should act and look (Nguyen 2007, 11) . Brand names like Little Debbie and Swiss Miss, in her imagination, are "presided over by prim and proper girls" who resemble her white classmates with "the perfect simple name to match [their] perfect honeyed curls" (49-51).
That food, which Bich repeatedly calls "real food" and "white food," is just as synthetic as the Twinkie referenced at the beginning of this essay. The artificiality of that food, and the whiteness it represents, starves and impoverishes Bich's subjecthood. The sheer number of items that appear in the text reveal her investment in American consumer culture: Pringles, 7Up, licorice, Wrigley's gum, Luden's cough drops, Hershey bars, Shirley Temples, ice cream, cookies, Drumsticks, Bomb Pops, Push-ups, Creamsicles, Chef Boyardee, McDonalds, Beefaroni, Banquet pot pies, Hamburger Helper, Cracker Jacks, Ding Dongs, Crush, Jell-O, Burger King, Keebler, Nabisco, Toll House, Kool-Aid, Shake-n-Bake, Macaroni Helper, Ho-Hos, Hostess Cupcakes, Zingers, Little Debbies, Fudge Brownies, Oatmeal Crème Pies, SnoBalls, Star Crunches, Twinkies, Wonder Bread, SpaghettiOs, Hi-C juice, Jiffy muffins, Mr. Goodbar, M&Ms, Noodle Roni, Nestle Quik, Betty Crocker, Carnation Instant Breakfast, Mrs. Butterworth, Pillsbury, Handi-Snacks, Gobstoppers, to name a few. Snack foods and brand names inhabit every inch of Bich's internal and external world, just as they mark important moments in her Bildung.
Bich's obsession with consuming American products, her need to ingest the items and foods identified as "American," points to the objectified space of Vietnamese America. Nguyen's incorporation of food is not simply to highlight how her younger self processed the struggle to assimilate, nor is it to simply appeal to her readers. It speaks to Nguyen's awareness of how Vietnamese refugees are objects in American discourses on the Vietnam War; these discourses use refugee bodies as pieces of an American story to be revised and formed as needed. Bich's embrace of the integrative power of consumer culture also reflects some of the failed racial and economic policies of the 1980s. Junk food, consumer culture, and advertising of the 1980s all pushed an economy built on consumption, rather than production. In particular, the Reagan administration pushed consumption as the key to economic prosperity (a policy ridiculed as wiping out the national debt with the Home Shopping Network), and prosperity based on consumer commodities was declared "patriotic." Shopping became the "American religion," and advertising was the "liturgy" (Troy 2005, 3) . As much as Bich uses consumption to try to gain some subjectivity-power through choice-Bich, as a refugee, and Nguyen, as a writer of a Bildungsroman, are consumed by a largely white American audience that determines and disciplines what is an "authentic" Vietnamese experience. But those promises, as is the desire for "authenticity," are artificial. Rather than an integrative society, American domestic space actively works to excise difference. The American home is a "Cheer commercial come to life" absent of "stains" and "fret[ting] over dirt" (Nguyen 2007, 62) . Nguyen knows that her family are "Kool-Aid, grass, chocolate milk" stains that cannot, but must, be removed (62).
The foods that nourish Bich mark her as Other; they are consumed in private and when thrust into public, labelled as unpalatable by her white friends, white teachers, and half-white stepsister. In private, Vietnamese items like banh chung are "precious bundles" (Nguyen 2007, 102) and she delights in sharing dried squid with her sister outside the Saigon Market, "untangling the long ochre-colored strands and curling them into [her] mouth" (45). In contrast to the foods she covets, these items provide sustenance for her body while nourishing her place in the family and her subjectivity. She bonds with her sister, nourishes her relationship with Noi, and rejuvenates her tenuous attachment to what she lost in Vietnam; once thrust into public, she hears a litany of "NASTY" and witnesses "white people looking and declining" (102). Bich's difference is unpalatable to white Americans nourished on Wonder Bread and Skippy peanut butter; Bich's nourishment and pleasure become disgusting. In this hierarchical system of taste, Bich's racial and cultural differences cannot be digested by the majority; she must forgo the acts that nourish her and accept unnourishing rituals and foods in order to integrate. Because she is undigestible, Nguyen narrates a refugee Bildungsroman that does not sit right for American readers.
Bich's palate is disciplined by her shame; she attaches pleasure and nourishment to "white" food, although she rarely expresses pleasure or nourishment when she eats it. When she is finally invited to participate in an intimate domestic scene by a white friend, Holly Jansen, her Otherness and inability to be nourished by American food and rituals comes to a melancholic conclusion. While sitting at the Jansens' dinner table, she feels like "a squatter" and panics over little things, like how to eat the pork chop, whether to participate in the prayer, and what to do with the apple sauce. This food ritual nourishes the Jansens' family dynamic, reinforcing gender roles and class positions; however, it reminds Bich that she does not belong to this family or their space. Nguyen writes: "I also felt like a fraud, not because of [the] prayer [that I didn't know] but because the ritual was so intimate, so much theirs and not mine. . . . I was a ruiner of other people's dinners" (2007, 90) . Her lack of nourishment from the ritual is apparent in her description of the food served: tough, unpalatable, unappetizing pork chops. Her very presence at the dinner table is disruptive, despite her silence. For all of her investment in consumer culture as a blueprint for becoming American, she either misses or fails to master some of the skills needed to eat at the American table. In particular, forks and knives are foreign to Bich's family food ritual; she has only seen them used on commercials. When she tries to cut her dry pork chop, "the knife pushed through the final barrier of flesh and hit the plate, it made the sound that ice skates make when a skater slices into a jump. The stub of meat, cleaved free of its chop, sailed through the air and dropped onto the carpet near Mr. Jansen's chair" (92). Once her difference is on display, Bich is rendered silent; she is unable to taste the food, unable to speak for herself, and unable to express gratitude. She cannot seamlessly blend into the Jansen food ritual no matter how hard she integrates "white" food and American values into herself and she cannot fill the role of the "good refugee" even when she tries.
Bich is, first and foremost, a consumer of food; her struggle to chart her foodways-and the consequent decoupling of desire from food-is an active recognition of food's primacy. For Bich, the nonnutritive quality of this food is made clear by her increasing disenchantment with the things she once fantasized about. As she becomes more aware of her place in the racial symbolic order, she expresses more criticism, through food, of the integrative promises of America. Her movement toward adulthood, the culmination of her bildung, is marked by her changing desire for nourishment away from the artificiality of American food culture. In a particularly biting description of a family dinner at Ponderosa Steakhouse, Bich confronts the artificiality of the America she has been pressured to embrace. Ponderosa is a buffet-style, hokily decorated restaurant that peddles the image of the frontier through its connection to the television show Bonanza (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) , which took place on a ranch called Ponderosa. This male-centered domestic drama emphasized family, hard work, and upward mobility that also helped foster the national imaginary of the mythic American frontier. The series addressed topical issues of the time, like racism, the Vietnam War, and environmentalism, thereby painting the frontier as a place of opportunity where equality flourished. However, in doing so for a primarily white audience, Bonanza sanitized the issues to be easily watchable, reducing complex social problems into consumable forty-nine minute episodes that offered little challenge to its audience's preconceived notions.
The restaurant's commercial appeal (an all-you-can-eat buffet) perpetuates the same opportunity and abundance of the frontier through its food; Nguyen's description of the buffet illustrates how an industrial food system perpetuates that image:
basins of macaroni and cheese, three-bean casserole, minestrone soup, pasta salad, mashed potatoes, stuffing, biscuits and gravy, Jell-O parfait, and all manner of deep-fried shrimp, chicken, and onions. The ribeye steaks . . . bore cross-hatched grill marks and little plastic flags, stuck into them like yard signs, that declared "medium well" . . . [The steak] was tender as dough, with a smoky flavor that made me imagine great orange flames licking at the underside of the meat. . . . There could be no fighting over the last piece of fried chicken when the buffet had plenty for all. Here, we could find common ground. (Nguyen 2007, 210-11) More than emphasizing "bounty" and "excess," Nguyen simulates the myth that American food and its culture brings families together and orchestrates inclusion. Bich imagines the steak was "licked by flames," when in reality Ponderosa fakes the cross-hatch marks of the grill and cooks the meat on a griddle. For Bich, Ponderosa symbolizes a myth. The more Bich's family eats there, the faster the American Dream it represents disintegrates: "We grew tired of the same ribeyes and baked potatoes. We grew tired of looking at each other. I began to realize that the steak wasn't so much tender as it was fatty . . . artificially flavored" (211). The buffet becomes a place of tension, where the family falls apart before Bich's eyes, the food is unpalatable and the image of abundance is manufactured. Ponderosa, as a space where family food rituals occur, fails to nourish the Nguyens' family bond; in fact, their bond is increasingly starved after each bite. Ponderosa restaurant's fake frontier image illustrates one version of the American national narrative with which Bich tries to nourish her body and body politic. Bich's shifting desires and the impoverishment of her body are ways that Nguyen legislates what Anita Mannur (2007) calls "culinary citizenship." Bich implicitly understands the conditions of her admission to the United States but her inability to meet these conditions makes the inescapable whiteness of Grand Rapids hostile. By illustrating the unnourishing and unpalatable qualities of the food Bich desires, Nguyen uses food to symbolize the melancholic system impoverishing her body and animating her relationship to the United States. It does not starve her, but it barely sustains her.
While Nguyen spends a significant portion of her narrative illustrating the unnourishing qualities of consumer culture's assimilationist logic, she does so with the intention of exposing the subtle ways that she, as a Vietnamese refugee and racial Other, is being consumed by white America. The simultaneous promise of inclusion and forceful exclusion of Bich feeds one of the subtle ways that Nguyen links nourishment, sustenance, and consumption to American subjectivity. Nguyen's overt awareness of the role of the prescribed American Bildung of consumer culture and politics in defining the authenticity of her own refugee experience is an important critical intervention in reading Bildungsromane by immigrant and minority writers in the United States. Nguyen's text places emphasis on not only the assimilatory foundation of the genre, but the performative nature of that assimilation. While Nguyen's Bildungsroman engages in critical changes in the genre's form, like her lack of chronology, it does follow the narrative impetus towards reconciliation with society. As Bich seeks to perform a successful Bildung, Nguyen illustrates how her development is molded by compulsory adherence to white American culture. Instead of assimilation, Bich's maturation develops as she increasingly understands and recognizes the tension between the promises of integration for racial Others and the desire to maintain a white nation. Therefore, Nguyen's Bildungsroman of a Vietnamese refugee cannot nourish her audience's expectations of an assimilationist conclusion and, as a result, Nguyen actively exposes how she is an object, not a subject, of the American gaze and that America's promise to nourish the racial other is a failure.
NOTES
1 It is not my intent to rehash a lengthy discussion about the evolution of the Bildungsroman. These discussions can be found in Hardin (1991) and Hirsch (1979) . Rather, my interest is to set a foundation to discuss the American versions of the Bildungsroman and how they become conducive to expressions of marginalized experience. 2 In particular, Bruce Robbins (2007) describes the American Bildungsroman as the novel of upward mobility. Robbins argues that rather than consider the Bildungsroman a coming of age novel, upward mobility is more fitting because the genre follows the movement between identities that are either racialized, classed, or politicized. By focusing on upward mobility as the drive of the American Bildungsroman, Robbins argues that it opens the genre up to questions about American self-reliance, the naturalization of assimilation into society, and class as a political concept. 3 Martin Japtok examines the Jewish American and African American Bildungsroman as a genre that is especially useful for the articulation of ethnic identity. Using both white society and the ethnic community the authors are a part of, Japtok argues that "the literary creation of an ethnic individual must go hand in hand with a vision of ethnicity which counters mainstream's stereotype, unless the work is to claim exceptionalism on the part of its protagonist while, partly or wholly, subscribing to the mainstream view of ethnicity" (2005, 25) . 4 For more on the Bildung of postcolonial nationalism, see Pheng Cheah (2003) . 5 Although Reagan pushed for more leniency in determining refugee status and demanded a more simplified resettlement process, fewer refugees were admitted into the United States and many more stayed in refugee camps all across Asia. In addition, refugee aid budgets were slashed, making resettlement support even more difficult. For more on the political and policy fight of refugee resettlement and immigration, see Carl Bon Tempo (2008) and Jonathan Harsch, "Refugee-aid groups react swiftly to Reagan budget cuts," Christian Science Monitor, March 31, 1981. 6 Although the Bildungsroman is generally associated with the novel, Kenneth Millard (2007) convincingly argues that the autobiography mirrors the Bildungsroman in important formal and thematic ways. 7 Narratives as forms of psychic nourishment comes from Ellen Spolsky (2010) , whose work examines intersections between literature and neuroscience. Narratives, as Spolsky argues, nourish our psychic selves as they help to form our sense of subjecthood in society. In this way, narratives serve as food for representational hunger. 8 Ho specifies that food and its rituals hold symbolic value as signifiers of class, race, and religion, and, as such, are used by writers to narrate struggles over acculturation, "compliance," and "resistance" to assimilation (2005, 3) . 9 Xu notes that this exchange, when contrasted with Bich's early memories of hunger on her escape out of Vietnam, is meant to highlight Bich's lack of normalcy (2011, 11). 10 Neil Diamond's song is considered a patriotic anthem that extolls the virtues of the United States' immigration policies and celebrates the United States as a beacon of freedom and inclusion. The part of the song that Nguyen includes-"On the boats and on the planes, / They're coming to America! / Never looking back again, / They're coming to America!" (Nguyen 2003, 102 )-relays the idea that the Vietnamese fled Vietnam because they wanted to be free from tyranny. 11 These refugees, because of the conditions of their flight from Vietnam, often lingered in refugee camps under terrible conditions while waiting for their applications to be accepted for resettlement, and once in their new home, struggled to provide for themselves. Paul Rutledge (1992) points out that later waves of refugees struggled more than earlier refugees with resettlement because they often languished longer in refugee camps with little preparation (such as English and job training classes) available for resettlement. They were often of a much lower social class and therefore lacked education or other resources to fall back on or were ex-prisoners of re-education camps and therefore severely traumatized. 12 The Orderly Departure Program was a program established in 1979 by the United Nations High Commission for Refugees and the government of Vietnam that allowed for Vietnamese to apply for emigration to countries like the United States. 13 Nguyen returns to the Little House books in her third book, Pioneer Girl (2014). 
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